
First Week’s Assignment:  Join our GOV 94DN site at piazza.com and read the materials posted under Week 1.  

Government 94 DN – Modeling Social and Environmental Space

This seminar will examine social and environmental issues from a spatial perspective.  Students will learn the 
use of geospatial technology as a methodological technique and apply it to a topic of their choosing for a final 
paper.  Weekly readings and discussions will explore the use, and potential abuse, of geospatial methods in 
social science research, policy and communication.  

Spring 2020
meets Tuesdays 3-5 pm

Instructor:  Jill Kelly
(jill_kelly@fas.harvard.edu)

Office Hours:  
Tuesday 11-12 and 2-3 
in Knafel Cafe

Prerequisite: This course will not teach the technical use of GIS at an introductory level, but will rather support students’
independent use of whatever tools for geospatial anlysis are interesting or familiar to them. 

Course Format:  The course will meet as a seminar to discuss weekly readings.  Part of the class sessions will be 
structured for individual and collaborative project planning and support.

Grading:  Course grades will be assigned 25% for weekly participation and collaboration, 10% for project plan, 25% for 
in-class presentation, and 40% for the final project.

Textbook:  How to Lie with Maps by Mark Momonier; other readings distributed weekly.  Students are encouraged to 
seek textbooks and online sources to support their practical use of GIS software. 

List of Topics:  maps as models  – characterizing segregation – spatial health disparities – gerrymandering – mapping 
social and environmental justice – hazard mapping and disaster planning – representing sources and flows – land cover 
and land use change – participatory and radical cartography – mapping for global institutions – planning and geodesign 
– cartographic representation and its deconstruction -- geosurveillance – algorithm-driven policy 

Facilities:  ArcGIS and QGIS are installed on computers in the labs listed at http://gis.harvard.edu/resources/labs/gis-
labs-campus.  You may install a copy on your own computer following the instructions at http://gis .harvard.edu/tools.  
CGA (Center for Geographic Analysis) can help with installation.  We will use piazza.com to host materials, discussion,
and technical Q&A.

https://piazza.com/harvard/spring2020/gov94dn/resources


“I have a map of the United States, 
actual size.  It says ‘scale: 1 mile = 1 
mile.’   I spent last summer folding it.  I
hardly ever unroll it.  People ask me 
where I live and I say E6.”  -- Steven 
Wright


